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5 1. INTRODUCTION 
In the local case of germs of analytic functions the main tool in the study of 
the Milnor fiber is the Milnor fibration with its central object: the link of the 
singularity. Unfortunately, this program in the global case of polynomial maps 
cannot be used, because in general a Milnor fibration at infinity does not exist. 
In some special cases, as in the case of “tame” polynomials introduced by 
Broughton [l], [2], of “quasitame” polynomials introduced by the first author 
[7], [8], of convenient polynomials with nondegenerate Newton principal part 
at infinity [4], the bifurcation set (see [2], [7], [8], [9], [lS] or [17] for the defini- 
tion) contains only the singular values, the generic fiber is a bouquet of spheres 
and f is regular at infinity (i.e. for each 6 EC there exists a disk D 3 6 and a 
compact set K such that f: f -'(D)\K + D is a trivial fibration). In these cases, 
following closely the Milnor proof in the local case [6] it can be proved that a 
Milnor fibration exists at infinity 
f @=m: s,\f-‘(o)+s’ 
in a sufficiently large sphere. 
In the case of plane curves Neumann and Rudolf [ll] and Neumann [lo] 
studied the Milnor fibration at infinity of good curves (i.e. f is regular at in- 
finity) proving among others that the regular link at infinity (i.e. the link at 
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infinity determined by a generic fiber f-‘(s)) is fiberable if and only if f is 
good. 
Our interest is the fiberability of the nonregular fibers. For example, the 
polynomial f(x, y) =x(xy- 1) is not good, because the fiber f-‘(O) is not 
regular at infinity. The regular link at infinity has the following Eisenbud- 
Neumann splice diagram [3] 
By the general theory this is not a fiberable link. But what is interesting is 
that the link determined by the irregular fiber f -l(O) is a fiberable link (with 
trivial geometric monodromy) with the E-N-diagram 
1 -1 
t t 
1 
I 
The aim of this paper is to study a new large class of polynomials (called 
semitame polynomials) which contains not only the good polynomials but also 
those ones which have one irregular fiber. Note that our class contains also a 
large subclass of not-convenient polynomials with nondegenerate Newton prin- 
cipal part at infinity. For a detailed examination of the examples see $3. 
For semitame polynomials we prove the existence of the Milnor fibration 
(Theorem 1). The proof is more or less close to those of Milnor, thus we refer 
the reader to [6] in some steps of the proof. 
In $4 we study the connection between the Milnor fibration and the fibration 
determined by the restriction off over a large circle around all bifurcation 
points, in particular between the Milnor fiber at infinity and the generic fiber 
off. For example, if we take f(x, y) =x(xy- 1) then the (Milnor) fiber of the 
fiberable link determined by f -l(O) is the thrice punctured 2-sphere, but the 
generic fiber is the twice punctured 2-sphere. Hence, in general, the two fibra- 
tions do not agree. But we can recover the fibration off around a large circle 
from the Milnor fibration if we consider the restriction map 
f 
@ = If: S,\f _‘(D)-+S’ 
(DsO is a small disc, R is sufficiently large with respect to D). 
In $5 we prove a stability theorem which says that the Milnor fibration at 
infinity of a convenient polynomial with nondegenerate Newton principal part 
at infinity is determined by its Newton boundary. This can be considered as a 
global version of the local results considered by Oka [12], [ 131 and [ 141. 
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Some notations: for a, b E C” we put 
(a,b> = i ajbj; 
j=l 
gradf= 
af’@ 
G, . . . . a~, . 
> 
The logarithms have the base e. 
02. THE FIBRATION THEOREM 
Let f: C” -+ C be a nonconstant polynomial map and V=f-i(0). For R suf- 
ficiently large we consider the Milnor map at infinity, @ : S,\ V- S’, 
f(z) 
@(z) = If(z)] * 
By lemma 4.1 from 161, the critical points of @ are exactly those points 
ZE S,\ I/ for which i grad logf(z) is a real multiple of z. In particular, if the 
polynomial f has nonisolated singularities on C” \ V, then @ is not the projec- 
tion map of a smooth fiber bundle. 
We introduce now a class of polynomials for which the Milnor map at in- 
finity is the projection map of a smooth fiber bundle. For a polynomial func- 
tion f: C” + C we put, as in [9]: 
M(f) = {z E C” 1 there exists L EC such that grad f(z) = AZ}. 
We say that a polynomial f E C[z] is semitame if for every sequence {zk} c M(f) 
such that 
(I) lim (lzk(( = 00 and lim grad f(zk) = 0 
k-m k-m 
we have: if lim,,, f(zk) is finite, then lim,,, f(zk) =O. 
Let z?Y denote the class of semitame polynomials. We defer the examples 
until section 3. Our first result is the following: 
THEOREM 1. If f is semitame then for R sufficiently large, the Milnor map at 
infinity is the projection map of a smooth fiber bundle. 
Here and in the sequel, “for R sufficiently large” means that “there exists 
ROE(O,cw) such that if RIR,“. 
For the proof we need some lemmas. The first one is: 
LEMMA 2 (Curve Selection Lemma). Let fi, . . . , f4, gl, . . . ,g,, hl, . . . , h, e mix,, . . . , 
x,] be polynomial functions with real coefficients. Let U= {XE R” ) A(x) =O, 
i=l ,...,q} and W={XERmIgi(X)>O, i=l , . . . ,s}. Suppose that there exists a 
sequence (xk} G Ufl W such that lim,,, llxkll = 00 and for all Jo { 1, . . . , r}, 
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lim k_co Ai = 0. Then there exists a real analytic curve p : (0, E) + Ufl W with 
lim,+, IIPW = 00, lim,,, hj(p(t))=O for lrj~r and of the form p(t)=aP+ 
a,P+’ +**e, with aElR*\{O) and a<O. 
PROOF. We consider the embedding of [R” into iR”‘+’ x R’ given by the map 
x=(x,,..., x,) - P(X) = (y, z), where z = (zi, . . . , z,.) = (h,(x), . . . , h,(x)) and 
It follows that we can suppose that the sequence {cp(xk)} is convergent to 
some point (y’,O) E Sm x IR’. It is easy to see that U, = cp(Ufl W) c IF?+’ x IR’ 
can be described by polynomial equations and inequalities with respect to the 
coordinates of lRm+ ’ x R’. Thus we can apply Curve Selection Lemma from [6] 
for the point (y’, 0) E u,. We obtain an analytic curve B(t) in U, which tends to 
(y’, 0) when t + 0. The desired curve p(t) could be easily obtained from j?(t). 
LEMMA 3. Let f be a semitame polynomial and p : (0, E) -+ C” be an analytic 
curve such that lim,,, lip(t)lJ = 00, the number f(p(t)) is non-zero and the vec- 
tor grad logf(p(t)) is a complex multiple A(t) -p(t). Then the argument of the 
complex number A(t) tends to zero or 7~ as t +O. 
PROOF. Since gradf(p(t)) = A(t) *f(p(t)) . p(t), we have p(t) E M(f). We con- 
sider the expansions: 
(2) 
( 
p(t)=ata+altatl+... 
f(p(t))=bt~+b@+‘+-. 
gradf(p(t))=ctY+c,tY+‘+-.. 
We have a<O, a#0 and b#O. 
If gradf(p(t)) = 0, the identity 
(3) $=($,gradf) 
will imply that f(p(t)) is a non-zero constant, and this is in contradiction 
with the hypothesis that f~ 9’5 It follows that c#O and ctY + cl tY+ ’ + .-- = 
~(t).(btB+b,tP”+...).(at”+a,ta+‘+...). Hence A(t)=AotY-a-fl+--- and c= 
A,. 6. a. From (3) we obtain ,8btB-‘+-**=a I/al)2Aobta-1tY+-.-. 
If p = 0 then a + y 2 1, hence y > 0 and lim,_, f(p(t)) = b E C*, in contradic- 
tion with f E 9% Therefore /3#0, hence /3 = a~la~12~o, which proves that lo is a 
non-zero real number. 
An immediate consequence is: 
LEMMA 4. Let f be a semitame polynomial. Then there exists a real number 
Roe (400) such that for all ZE C” \ V with JlzIJ 2 R. the two vectors z and 
grad log f(z) are either C-linearly independent or else grad log f(z) = AZ where 
A#0 and IImA/<]ReA). 
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PROOF. We use Lemmas 2 and 3. See also the proof of Lemma 4.3 from 
Lemma 4.4 in [6]. 
LEMMA 5. Let f e 99 and R0 as in Lemma 4. Then for each R L R, there 
exists a smooth tangential vector field D(Z) on S,\ V such that for each ZE 
S,\ V the complex inner product (u(z),igrad log f(z)> is non-zero and has 
argument less than 7r/4 in absolute value. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.6 in [6], with a minor 
modification. 
We construct the vector field locally. If the vectors z and grad log f(z) 
are C-linearly independent, then we can find u such that (u,z> =0 and 
(u, i grad log f (z)) = 1. If grad log f (z) = AZ, we take u = oiz with o E { 1, - l} such 
that Re(aiz, i grad log f (z)) > 0. Using a partition of unity we obtain the desired 
vector field. 
Now we can obtain the proof of Theorem 1 as in [6, $41 just replacing Lemma 
4.4, Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.6 by Lemma 3, Lemma 4 and Lemma 5. 
Similarly we can obtain the following result, from which we can derive that, 
for R sufficiently large, the Milnor fibrations at infinity are all equivalent. 
THEOREM 6. Let f be a semitame polynomial. Then for R, sufficiently large 
and for R,>R,, the map v/: (BR2\hR,)\V- S’ x [RF,R$, defined by w(z)= 
(G(z), [lz11*), is the projection map of a smooth fiber bundle. 
53. EXAMPLES OF SEMITAME POLYNOMIALS 
We introduce now some classes of polynomials as examples of semitame poly- 
nomials. We begin with the class .!Y of tame polynomials (see [l], [2], [7], [8]): 
T= {f E C[z] 1 there is no sequence {zk} c C” such that (1) is fulfilled}. 
For the class 9.Y of quasitame polynomials see [7], [8]. It is described by: 
if {zk} c C” is a sequence such that (1) is 
fulfilled, then lim 1 f(zk)- <zk,gradf(zk))I =m * 
k-m 
The class .Ag of M-tame polynomials (see [9]) is characterised by: 
if {zk} c M(f) is a sequence such that (1) is 
fulfilled, then ,llt If (zk>l = 03 
For the following classes, related to Newton diagrams, we recall some 
notations and definitions (see [4], [12]). Let f = EVEN” a,z” be a polynomial 
(where v=(vi,...,v,) and z”=z,“‘~~~~~z> as usual). We put: supp(f)= 
{VE M” 1 a,#O} 5 IR”, Cl@(f)=the convex closure of supp(f), F_(f)=the con- 
vex closure of (0) U supp(f), f(f) = the union of the closed faces of the poly- 
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hedron r_(f) which do not contain the origin; it is called the Newton boundary 
of the polynomial f at infinity. 
If n c r(f) is a closed face of r_(f), we put fA = Cvsd a,~” and we say that 
f is nondegenerate on d if the system of equations 
afA afA ~ = . . . =- =o 
azl a2, 
has no solutions in (a=*)“. We say that f is Newton nondegenerate at infinity if 
f is nondegenerate on every closed face d of f(f). By definition, f is convenient 
if the intersection of supp(f) with each coordinate axis is non-empty. 
A closed face d of supp(f) is called bad if: 
(i) the affine subvariety of dimension= dim d spaned by d contains the 
origin, and 
(ii) there exists a hyperplane H c I?” with equation al x1 + ... + a,x, = 0 (where 
xi, . . . ,x, are the coordinates in IR”) such that 
a) there exist i and j with ai < 0 and aj > 0 
b) HnEij@(f)=d. 
We note: 
JQV= {f e C[z] 1 f (0) = 0 and f is Newton nondegenerate at infinity} 
&B = {f e JLV ( f is convenient} 
#Jo= fEJKN 
L I 
f has only isolated singularities on C” \ f -l(O) 
and supp(f) without bad faces I* 
Finally we consider the class !W;Ce of weakly quasihomogeneous polynomials. 
Namely, for w = (w,, . . . , w,) E Z” and NE h\l*, we say that a polynomial f = 
c vex” a,z’ is weakly quasihomogeneous of type (w, N) if for every v E N” such 
that a, #O, we have v, w, + ... + v, w,, = N. When wi, . . . , w, are positive we say f 
is weighted homogeneous. We put: 
9&4?= fEC[Z] 
1 I 
there exists ~~77~ and NE R\l* such that f is 
. weakly quasihomogeneous of type (w,N) I 
The relations between these classes of polynomials are described by the 
following diagram of inclusions: 
Jvg C 8C 98C &B 
n n 
cA9v> J1/Jv, - 9%m WYf. 
The relation J1/8 c g is well known; see for example [15] or [2]. The inclu- 
sion JVE?C JyJyO follows from J%‘C .!7 since a tame polynomial has isolated 
singularities. The inclusions bc &?g, &glc_ .9V and JYJY, c JYJY are trivial. 
We prove now the other relations. 
PROOF OF 98~ AT. Let f be a quasitame polynomial. By Lemma 2 it is suffi- 
cient to prove that if p(t) EM(~) is an analytic curve such that 
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(4) 
then 
fim IIP(0ll =m, lim grad f@(t)) = 0 f m 
(5) lim I fW))I = f’y I f(N)) - (~(0, grad f(pW I. 
t-0 
This is obvious if gradf(p(t))=O, so we can suppose that gradf(p(t))fO. We 
consider the expansions (2). We have a<O, a#O, y >0, c#O. 
If lim,,, If&(t))1 =oo then /3<0, b#O and using 1(t) as in the proof of 
Lemma 3 we obtain that the leading term of f(p(t)) - <p(t), grad f(p(t))) is equal 
to [b- (aa,c>]tP= [b- (aa,Aoba>]tB= 6(1 -ciiollal12)tP= b(1 -j?)tP#O since 
p<O. Thus we have (5). 
If lim,,, f(~(f)) E C and f(p(t)) ~0, then we obtain that a + yr 1, as in the 
proof of Lemma 3, and this proves (5). 
When f(p(t))=O we use e(t) such that gradf(p(t)) =e(t) .p(t) and from (3) 
we obtain a contradiction with grad f@(t)) + 0. 
PROOF OF 9t.?f?~ 9% Let f be a weakly quasihomogeneous polynomial of type 
(w,N). Again by Lemma 2, it is sufficient to prove that if Pam is an 
analytic curve such that (4) is fulfilled, then lim,,, f(p(t))$C\{O}. Supposing 
the contrary and using the expansions (2), we note first that a<O, a#O, fl= 0 
and b 20. By the Euler relation 
(6) 
af 
i w.z.---=Nf 
j=l J ’ dzj 
we can suppose that grad f(p(t))fO. As in the proof of Lemma 3 we obtain 
that cr+y~ 1. 
On the other hand, from (6) follows that cx + y<fl= 0, a contradiction. 
PROOF OF d’LVo C .YT. Let f E JK~$, and p(t) EM(~) be an analytic curve which 
satisfies (4). We may suppose that 
(*) p(t)=(Zpt~~+z~t~~+‘+~~~,...,Z~t~~+Z~t~~++++..,0,...,0) 
with zp#O, . . . . zz+O and a,<O. 
Let e(t) be such that grad f@(t)) =e(t) .p(t). When e(t)=O, we obtain from 
(3) that f(p(t)) is a constant, equal to a critical value, which must be 0 since 
fEJv&. 
If e(t)+0 then e(t)=eots+e,t”“+..., with ec#O, and 
Thus, identifying fRk with {x~ IR” 1 xk+ I = . ..=x.,=O}, we havesupp(f)nlRk#@. 
Let d be the minimal value of the function f,:Siij@(f)nRk+ R, f,(x)= 
CT,, ajxj, and let d be the unique face of supp(f)n Rk where 1, takes this 
value. Then f(p(t)) =fd(zo)td+ ... and if d > 0 there is nothing to prove. 
Whend=Oand aj<O for eachj=l,..., k, thenf(zi ,..., zk,O ,..., 0)does not 
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depend on z,. Hence 
$ (P(O) = 0, 
I 
a contradiction. 
Ifd=OandthereexistsjE{l,..., k} with aj > 0, the conditions a) and b) in 
the definition of a bad face are fulfilled, when we take 
Since f E JJa, it follows that c) is not satisfied. Hence d is a face of f(J). By 
the non-degeneracy condition on the face d , there exists q E { 1, . . . , k} such that 
f+O)+O. 
4 
Since for every j E { 1, . . . , k} 
~(~(t))=~(Zo)tdo,+... 
J J 
tends to zero when t + 0, we have d- a4 >O, which means that a,<O. Let 
I= {i 1 a;=a,}. The conditionp(t)EM(f) implies that aq=min{a,, . . ..ak} and 
forjEI, d-aj=b+aj and 
Also, for j E I we have d - aj < 6 + aj, hence 
$(zo)=o. 
J 
Thus the Euler relation (6) becomes for fA: 
(7) 
/El azj 
and this implies that &a CJE, lz;l* =0, a contradiction. 
When d<O and fA(zo)#O there is nothing to prove. If d<O and fA(zo)=O 
we obtain as before the relation (7) and the absurd equality z. C,E, lzJa12=0. 
REMARK 7. The following examples show that the classes introduced above 
are distinct, possibly excepting &?g and AZ 
1) For f=xy+x*y*+x* we have f~.AQV but f@%Yand fc$JvJv,. 
2) If f=xy, then fe.T, f~JI/JY, but f$Jyg. 
3) When f=(x+y*)*+y*, then f E 3, f is convenient but f@JyJy and 
fe WS. 
4) For f=x2y+xy2+x5y3+x3y5 we have: fe ~23 but f$K 
5) If f =xy +xy4, then f E JYJY, (hence f tz 9T) but f $ Jc1.T. 
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$4. SOME REMARKS ON THE TOPOLOGY OF THE FIBER 
The following Lemma is a direct consequence of Lemmas 2, 3 and 4. 
LEMMA 8. Let f be a semitame polynomial and D’, D” c C be closed discs 
centered at 0, D’c D”, D’fD”. Then for R sufficiently large and for all 
z E S,\ V such that grad log f (z) = AZ we have either f(z) ED’ or f(z) $ D”. In 
the first case, 
in the second case, 
PROOF. Assuming the contrary and using Lemma 2 we can find an analytic 
curve p(t) E C” \ I/ such that grad log f (p(t)) = A(t) -p(t), lim,,, il~(t)ll= 03 and 
f@(t)) E D”\d’. Using the expansions (2) we obtain that p= 0, a contradic- 
tion (see the proof of Lemma 3). The second part follows from the relation /I = 
a. Ilal/*.&, obtained in the proof of Lemma 3. 
REMARK 9. If we note with Fo=c,-‘(eie) the fiber of the Milnor fibration at 
infinity and if we consider, as in [6, $51, the smooth functions a8 : F, + IR and 
a : S,\ V+ R, defined by a,(z) = a(z) = log I f(z)l, then there are two types of 
critical points for a0 and a. Namely, for some of them, called of first class, the 
critical value log / f(z) I tends to 03 when 1 z1 + 00 and the Morse Index is 1 n - 1; 
for the others, called of second class, the critical value log j f(z)1 tends to --03 
when IzI + co and the Morse Index is in - 1. 
The following result is an analog of Theorem 5.11 in [6]. 
THEOREM 10. Let f be a semitame polynomial and DC C a closed disc 
centered at 0. Then for R sufficiently large, the generic hypersurface f-‘(c) is 
diffeomorphic to F,\ f -l(D). 
PROOF. First we recall that for a polynomial map f: C” + C there exists a 
finite set Bf c C such that the restriction f : @” \ f -l(Bf) -+ C\ Bf is a C” locally 
trivial fibration (see for example [l], [16], [17]). Thus, “the hypersurface 
f-‘(c) is generic” means that c E C\Bf. 
Now let D’ c c be a closed disc centered at 0 such that D c D’ and Df D’. 
By Lemma 8 we can find a real number R, such that for all ZEC”\ V with 
llz// 1 R, and grad log f (z) = AZ, we have either f(z) ED or f(z) $ D’ and in the 
second case, 
717L 
argAE --,- . 
( > 4 4 
Let r E (0, m) be a large real number such that: 
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(i) for all y E Bf, we have r> 1 yj 
(ii) the hypersurface f-‘(r) does not intersect BRO 
(iii) r is greater than the diameter of D. 
Let D” = {XE C 1 1x1 I r+ 1). Again by Lemma 8, applied for D c D”, we can 
find a real number R, E (400) such that for all ZE C” \ V with ]]zl] 2 R, and 
grad log f(z) = AZ we have either f(z) ED or f(z) $ D”. Next the arguments used 
by Milnor in the proof of 5.11 give us that for all RrR,, F,\f-‘(D) is dif- 
feomorphic to f-‘(r) nb,. To finish the proof, we recall that for R sufficiently 
large the hypersurface f-‘(r) is diffeomorphic to f-‘(r) nb,. 
By a similar argument we can prove: 
THEOREM 11. Let f be a semitame polynomial and DC_ C be a closed disc 
centered at 0. Then there exists a large number r E (0,~) which satisfies the 
above condition (i) in the proof above and such that for R sufficiently large, 
the restriction @ : S,\ f -‘(II) -+ S’ is a fiberbundle equivalent with the fiber- 
bundle f:f-‘(S,‘)-+S,‘, where S,!={x~d=l IxI=r}: 
REMARK 12. A natural question is: which are the polynomials f such that the 
Milnor fibre at infinity is diffeomorphic to the generic hypersurface f-‘(c)? It 
is easy to see that this class of polynomials contains the M-tame polynomials, 
the weighted homogeneous polynomials and some other polynomials. Such an 
example is f = xyz,( 1 + z) E C[x, y, z], for which there exists no critical points of 
second class (see Remark 9). 
LEMMA 13. Let f be a semitame polynomial and 0< rl < r2 two positive real 
numbers. Then for R sufficiently large there exists a smooth mapping ge : F, -+ IR 
such that: 
1) g0 has only nondegenerate critical points 
2) there is no critical value of ge in [-log r,, -log rl] 
3) g&z) = -log I f(z) I except on a compact neighborhood VC_ FO of the 
critical points of as 
4) the Morse index of gs in all the critical points z with go(z)> -log rl is 
Ln-1 
5) for every CE IT?, the set {ZE FB 1 g(z)sc} is compact. 
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of Remark 9 and of $22.4 in [S]. 
COROLLARY 14. Let f be a semitame polynomial. Then F, has the homotopy 
type of f-‘(c) with some cells of dimension 2 n - 1 attached. 
The following Lemma is similar to Lemma 6.1 in [6] and has the same proof. 
LEMMA 15. Let f be a semitame polynomial with isolated singularities. Then 
for R sufficiently large, the closure of each fiber F, in SR is a smooth 2(n - l)- 
dimensional manifold with boundary, the interior being FQ and the boundary 
being precisely K = Vn SR . 
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REMARK 16. In the case of M-tame polynomials, the arguments in $6.7 from 
[6] give us that K= UflS, is (n-3)-connected and that the Milnor fiber at 
infinity has the homotopy type of a bouquet S”- ’ v ... v S”- ’ of J spheres, 
where ,Z is the degree of the map 
grad f(z) 
Z" 
lIgrad_f(z)II 
from SR to the unit sphere of C”. Thus we have another proof for some results 
in [l], [2], [7], [8] concerning the generic fiber of tame or quasitame poly- 
nomials. 
$5. STABILITY OF MILNOR FIBERINGS AT INFINITY 
The following result is an analog of the local situation considered by Oka in 
[121, [I319 1141. 
THEOREM 17. Let f,g E JB by such that F(f) = f(g). Then the Milnor fiber- 
ings at infinity off and g are equivalent. 
PROOF. Since the nondegeneracy condition is an open condition (see [4, 
Theoreme II, iii]), we can take a piecewise analytic family F(z,s) such that 
F(z, 0) =f(z), F(z, 1) = g(z) and F’(z) = F(z, s) as a function of z is a Newton 
nondegenerate polynomial with F,(O) = 0 and r(‘(F,) = f((f) for each s. Thus we 
reduce the theorem to the case when the family F(z,s) is analytic. Let JC R be 
an open interval slightly larger than [0, 11. 
We denote by .& the set of critical values of F,. Since Fse JVBC T, we have 
that F, is a C” locally trivial fibration over C\Zs (see [l], [16]). We need two 
lemmas: 
LEMMA 18. There exists a compact disc D c C centered at the origin such that 
&-,~fi for each .YEJ. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 18. Assuming the contrary and using Curve Selection Lemma 
we can find a real analytic curve (p(t), s(f)) E C” x J, such that grad F,&T(~)) = 0 
and lim,,, F,&(t)) = 03. Hence lim,_, I/~(t)11 = 03 and we may assume that 
the condition (*) is fulfilled and that s(t)=s’+s’(f)+ ..a. With the notations 
from the proof of the inclusion JVJY c 9’,Y, we have 
!z(p(l),s(l))= ~(z”,sopl+ ..*. 
J J 
Since F” E JVB and a, < 0, we have d< aj for any j E { 1,. . . , k}. Therefore 
~(zYsD)=o 
J 
forallj=l,..., k, which is in contradiction with the nondegeneracy for F,o(z). 
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LEMMA 19. Let D be a compact disc as in lemma 18. Then for R sufficiently 
large F;‘(c) meets transversally the sphere SR for each SE J and CUD. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 19. If the assertion is not true, then by Curve Selec- 
tion Lemma there exists an analytic curve (p(t),s(t)) E C” x J such that 
lim,,, II&)ll = 03, F,&(Z)) ED and grad F,&(0) = e(Z) .P(& where e(t) EC. 
If e(t) = 0 we obtain a contradiction as in the proof of Lemma 18. Thus we may 
suppose that e(r) = cots + er ts+’ + 1.. with Q,,#O. Keeping the notations from 
the proof of JIG& c .JYV and assuming that (*) is fulfilled, we have, for j_= k: 
g (p(Qs(t))= $(zy)td-~+ *a. =e,zjOt*+a,+ .a.. 
J J 
Let Z’=(i 1 d_ai=6+a,}. ThenjeZ’ iff 
$(zO,sO)=O 
J 
and in this case d - a,<6 + aj. Thus, by the nondegeneracy assumption for 
F&z), we get that I’#@. On the other hand F(p(t),s(t)) = FA(zo,so)td+ ... ED, 
hence FA(zo, so) = 0. Thus from the Euler relation (6) we obtain: 
c 
d-6 oaF, 
jel' 
2zj --(z”,so)=d~F~(zo,~o)=O. 
J 
But d+6 since d-a, <6+ al and a, <O. Thus we obtain the absurd equality 
o= c z?aF-l(zO,sO)= c ~lzjo(2. 
jel' J azj jGI 
Lemma 19 is proved. 
Now for the proof of Theorem 17 we fix a large number r-E (0,m) such that: 
a) for the disc D,= {xe C ) 1x1s r} the conclusion of Lemma 18 is fulfilled 
b) for R sufficiently large the conclusion of Lemma 19 is satisfied, and 
c) there are fiber preserving diffeomorphisms Ii/i (i = 0, l), as in Theorem 11 
such that the following diagrams are commutative 
Fi-‘(c3D,)n& A &\F;‘(O) 
c?D - ’ s’. 
We note E={(z,s)E~=“XJIF,(Z)EaD,, zefiR} and we define a,:E+aD, 
by ~(2, s) = F,(z) and 7r : E + J by n(z, s) = s. Then cp is a fiber boundle and n is 
nondegenerate on each fiber of ~1. Thus, using a fiber preserving vector field 
for n, we have the following commutative diagram: 
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where ty is a diffeomorphism. Clueing together the diagrams (0) and (D;), 
i=O, 1, we finish the proof of the theorem. 
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